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Abstract
With the growing interest in tensor regression models and decompositions, the ten-
sor normal distribution offers a flexible and intuitive way to model multi-way data
and error dependence. In this paper we formulate two regression models where the
responses and covariates are both tensors of any number of dimensions and the errors
follow a tensor normal distribution. The first model uses a CANDECOMP/PARAFAC
(CP) structure and the second model uses a Tensor Chain (TC) structure, and in both
cases we derive Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLEs) and their asymptotic distri-
butions. Furthermore we formulate a tensor on tensor regression model with a Tucker
structure on the regression parameter and estimate the parameters using least squares.
Aditionally, we find the fisher information matrix of the covariance parameters in an
independent sample of tensor normally distributed variables with mean 0, and show
that this fisher information also applies to the covariances in the multilinear tensor re-
gression model [6] and tensor on tensor models with tensor normal errors regardless of
the structure on the regression parameter.
1 Introduction
Multi-dimensional datasets are becoming more widely spread across multiple disciplines.
Examples include multilinear relational data in political science and sociology and multi-
dimensional imaging data in fields such as neurology and forestry. Multidimensional ar-
rays have also been used in experimental design for treating n´factor crossed layouts,
or multi-dimensional balanced split-plots [36]. Since the parameters neccesary to model
multi-dimensional datasets using traditional statistical methods grows exponentially with
the number of dimensions, the past decade has seen a growing interest in models that con-
sider high dimensionality. The tensor GLM framework proposed in [42] and extended in
[24] offers a way to regress a univariate response using tensor-valued predictors, and this
task became known as tensor regression. However, several other methods for the same task
have been proposed, includying Bayesian Tensor Regression [14], Tensor Envelope Partial
Least-Squares Regression [40], Hierarchical Tucker Tensor regression [19] and Support Ten-
sor Machines [37]. Several other tensor regression frameworks have been proposed recently.
See [23] and [34] for the task of regressing tensor valued responses using multivariate pre-
dictors, [6] for the case when the covariates and predictors are tensors of the same number
of dimensions, and [41] and [25] when the response and covariates are tensors of any dimen-
sions.
In this paper we explore tensor on tensor regression [25] from a frequentist point of view.
We model the errors using the tensor normal distribution and find asymptotic distribution of
the regression parameter, which is imposed both the CP and the TT decomposition to deal
with overparameterization. We also show that imposing a Tucker structure to the regression
parameter leads to non-estimability under tensor normal errors and thus we estimate the
model using least squares.
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The contributions of this paper are multiple. First, we provide tensor algebra notation
and properties used in other disciplines such as physics and machine learning that can
help with the development of multilinear statistics. Second, we review the tensor normal
distribution, find new properties and generalize the MLE algorithm for maximum likelihood
estimation [10]. Finally, we formulate two tensor on tensor regression models and derive
their asymptotic distributions when the errors follow a tensor normal distribution, and one
tensor on tensor model that uses least squares to the estimation of the parameters.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows. In section 2 we review tensor network
diagrams, tensor algebra properties, the tensor normal distribution and linear regression
models with normal errors. In section 3 we formulate tensor and study tensor on tensor
regression models with tensor normal errors. In section 4 derive tensor on tensor regression
with Tucker decomposition and Least Squares. Section 5 provides the asymptotics of all
the models that follow the tensor normal distribution. Section 6 provides a simulation
comparing one of our models with other already existing methods for regressing matrices
on matrices. Finally, section 7 provides the proofs of all the theorems in the paper.
2 Preliminaries
Throghout this paper the trace is denoted using trp.q, the transpose using p.q1, the determi-
nant using |.|, the Moore–Penrose inverse using p.q: and the identity matrix of size n using
In. The Kronecker product is denoted using b and the Khatri-Rao product is denoted using
d. The vecp.q operator stacks the columns of a matrix into a vector and the commutation
matrix Kk,l P Rklˆkl matches the elements of vecpAq and vecpA1q, see [26]
vec pA1q “ Kk,l vec pAq, A P Rkˆl.
The half vectorization, denoted using vech, vectorizes the lower triangular side of a sym-
metric matrix. The duplication matrix, denoted using Dk, is the full column rank matrix
that matches the vectorization and half vectorization of a symmetric matrix
Dk vechpAq “ vecpAq, A P Rkˆk is symmetric.
The following matrix identities are useful for dealing with tensors
Properties 2.1. Suppose A1, . . . Ap are matrices of any size and Σ1, . . . ,Σp are square



























































































pAiBiq , where Bi are matrices such that AiBi can be formed.
The following properties can be found in [27]. Suppose A1 P Rmˆn and A2 P Rpˆq.
e. K 1m,n “ K
´1
m,n “ Kn,m and Kn,mKm,n “ Inm.
f. Kp,mpA1 bA2qKn,q “ A2 bA1,
g. vecpA1 bA2q “ RA1vecpA2q, RA1 “ pIn bKq,mqpvecAb Iqq.
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Figure 1: tensor network diagrams of a) a scalar, b) a vector, c) a matrix, d) a p´th
dimensional tensor, e) the matrix product AB, and f) the trace of the matrix product
ABC ptr pABCqq.
2.1 Tensor network diagrams
Tensor network diagrams are useful for visualizing tensor manipulations. They were orig-
inally introduced in quantum physics to describe the hilbert space interactions that occur
in many body problems (see [31]) and in high energy physics to represent invariants of
quantum states (see [2]). They have been adapted to tensor models in machine learning in
the past years (see [4] and [5]). These diagrams are critical in this paper because they allow
us to identify tensor expressions that make estimation and formulation possible.
Each node corresponds to a tensor and the number of lines coming from the node
represents a dimension, or mode. A node with no lines is a scalar, a node with one line is a
vector, a node with two lines is a matrix and a node with p lines is a pth dimensional tensor
(see Figure 1a-d). The contraction between two same-sized modes from (possibly) distinct
tensors sums over all elements in the modes being contracted while leaving the other modes
intact. For instance, the matrix product AB contracts the rows of A with the columns of
B, and the resulting columns and rows of AB result from the columns and rows of A and
B respectively (see Figure 1e). Contractions are represented in tensor network diagrams
by merging the lines (modes) being contracted. A self contraction is a contraction between
two lines coming from the same tensor, and is analogous to the trace (see Figure 1f).
2.2 Tensor notation and properties
Tensors are multidimensional arrays of numbers. The number of dimensions or indices of
a tensor is called its order. Vectors are first order tensors and matrices are second order
tensors. Following the notation in [4] we refer to scalars using lower case letters (ie. x),
vectors using bold lower case italized letters (ie. xq, matrices using capital letters (ie. X)
and higher order tensors using bold underlined capital letters (ie. X). The pi1, . . . , ipqth
element of a tensor X is denoted Xpi1, . . . , ipq “ xi1,...,ip . Similarly, subtensors are obtained
by fixing some of the indexes of the tensor. For instance mode´k fibers results from fixing
all but the kth index of the tensor (ie: Xpi1, :, i3, i4qq, and slices result by fixing all but
two indexes (ie: Xpi1, :, i3, :qq. The simplest way of generating a pth order tensor is via the
3
Figure 2: A third order tensor with elements 1 through 24
vector outer product (˝). For p “ 2 we have a1 ˝ a2 “ a1a
1
























, aj P Rmj , j “ 1, . . . , p, (2.1)
where emi P Rm is a unit basis vector with 1 as the ith element and 0 elsewhere.
A p´th order tensor X has rank 1 if it can be written as the outer product of p vectors.
In general, the rank of a tensor is the minimum number of rank one tensors that add up to
it. Since finding the rank of a higher order tensor is an NP-hard problem [20], most tensor
manipulations choose the rank a priori based on the precision needed. Any pth order tensor


















Flattening or matricizing tensors allow us to use matrix algebra properties and effi-























and the mode´k canonical matricization maps the first k modes to the rows and the rest













































Note that in equation (2.5) we defined tensor vectorization in reverse lexicographic or column
major order to avoid an incosistency with matrix vectorization. Column major order is the
convention used in languages such as R and Matlab. Since this convention leads to multiple
Kronecker products in reverse order, we can also use the left Kronecker product (bL), which
simply reverses the order of the Kronecker product (ie: B bA “ AbL B).
As an example consider the third order tensor Y P R3ˆ4ˆ2 shown in figure 2. This
tensor was used also used in [21]. The fibers of Y are
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Some of the slices of Y are
Yp:, :, 1q “
»
–
1 4 7 10
2 5 8 11
3 6 9 12
fi
























1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22
2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
fi





1 2 3 13 14 15
4 5 6 16 17 18
7 8 9 19 20 21








1 2 . . . 12
13 14 . . . 24

,
and the mode-k canonical matricizations are
Yă1ą “ Xp1q, Yă2ą “ X
1











The k´mode product (ˆk) between X P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp and A P RJkˆmk multiplies every









The k´th mode product applied to every mode is often called the Tucker product (see
figure 3b) ([38] and [21] )















A diagonal tensor is a tensor with 0s everywhere but at the places where the indexes are
all the same. They are represented in tensor network diagrams with nodes with a diagonal
inside (see Figure 3a). If we let I P RRˆ...ˆR be a pth order diagonal tensor with 1s at the











then the Tucker product applied to I with respect to Ai P RmiˆR for i “ 1, . . . , p can
be expressed in canonical polyadic, or CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) ([3], [17] and [21])
form (see figure 3a)
rrA1, . . . , Apss “ rrI;A1, . . . , Apss. (2.9)
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Figure 3: tensor network diagrams of a) the CP decomposition, b) the Tucker decomposi-
tion, c) the inner product between two order p tensors of the same order and size, and d)
the partial´k contraction between two order p tensors with the same size along their first
k modes.
Note that as a result of equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) the CP form can be expressed
as










which means that the rank of rrA1, . . . , Apss is at most R. The tensor in equation (2.10) is
referred to as a Kruskal tensor. The following identities are important for the case when
p “ 2
Xp2q “ X
1, rrX;A1, A2ss “ A1XA
1
2, rrA1, A2ss “ A1A
1
2. (2.11)
Tensor decompositions allow us to decompose a tensor using lower order tensors. The









ajrq “ rrA1, . . . , Apss, Aj “ raj1 . . .ajRs, (2.12)
and is often solved using an alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm where each step is
obtained using property (2.1j) below. The Tucker decomposition decomposes the pth order
tensor X into rrG;A1, . . . , Apss, where G is a smaller tensor of the same order as X and
A1, . . . , Ap are the factor matrices (see figure 3b). The Tucker decomposition is often solved
in the form of the higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [7] or hierarchical
Tucker decomposition ([13] and [16]). One can also estimate the Tucker decomposition via
ALS using theorems 2.1i and 2.1c below.
The inner product or contraction between two tensors of the same order and size is the











Figure 4: tensor network diagram of the Tensor Chain (TC) decomposition (also referred
to as Matrix Product State (MPS) with periodic boundary conditions in physics) of a fifth
order tensor Y.
This inner product is invariant under reshapings (see theorem 2.1g) and is used to define




This definition of the Frobenius norm is consistent when p “ 2 and p “ 1 because
xX,Xy “ trpXX 1q, xx,xy “ x1x. (2.15)






tion between X P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp and Y P Rn1ˆ...ˆnq , where ml “ nk, results in a tensor of
























































contraction between between X and Y where mk1 “ nl1 , . . . ,mka “ nla
results in a tensor of order p ` q ´ 2 ˆ a where the modes indicated in the product get
contracted. The partial´k contraction is a special case where the first k modes of X and
Y get contracted (See figure 3d)
xX,Yyk “ Xˆ
1,...,k
1,...,k Y P R
mk`1ˆ...ˆmpˆnk`1ˆ...,nq . (2.17)
An important case of the partial contraction is when the first tensor has smaller order. For
instance, if p ă q and mi “ ni for i “ 1, . . . , p then
xX|Yy “ Xˆ1,...,p1,...,p Y P R
np`1ˆ...,nq . (2.18)
Another special case is the contraction of the last mode of X along with the first mode
of Y, denoted using ˆ1
Xˆ1 Y “ Xˆ1p Y. (2.19)
The tensor trace can be seen as a self contraction between two outer modes; it has also





Xri, : . . . , :, is P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp . (2.20)
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These last two definitions are useful for representing the Tensor Chain (TC) decomposition
[32], or Matrix Product State (MPS) with periodic boundary conditions, as it is refered to
in physics [31], which decomposes a p-th order tensor X P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp into p different third
order tensors Gpiq P Rgi´1ˆmiˆgi for i “ 1, . . . , p where g0 “ gp`1 such that
X “ trpGp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Gppqq. (2.21)
See figure 4 for a tensor network diagram of the TC decomposition of a fifth order tensor.
The following tensor algebra properties are critical in this paper. Theorem 2.1e can be
found in [4] and theorems 2.1(i and j) can be found in [21].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose X,Y P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp. Then



























ai, where a1, . . . ,ap are vectors of any size.
For p=2: vecpa1a
1
2q “ a2 b a1







vecpXq, where Ai P R
niˆmi for any ni P N.
For p=2: vec pA1XA
1
2q “ pA2 bA1q vecpXq.
d. vecpXq “ vecpXp1qq “ vec pXăląq, l “ 1, . . . , p.
e. Xăp´1ą “ X
1
ppq
f. vecxX|By “ B1ălą vec X , X P Rm1ˆ...ˆml , l ă p.
g. xX,Yy “ pvec Xq1pvec Yq “ tr pXpkqY
1
pkqq , where k “ 1, . . . , p and Y and X have
the same order and size.








vecpYq, Σi P Rmiˆmi , i “ 1, . . . , p.
For p=2: trpXΣ2Y
1Σ11q “ pvecXq
1pΣ2 b Σ1qpvecY q
i.
´










Ai and Ai P R
niˆmi for any
ni P N k “ 1, . . . , p.
j.
´











, k “ 1, . . . , p and A1, . . . , Ap have the same
number of columns.








Proof. See appendix 7.1.
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2.3 The Tensor Normal Distribution and the Generalized MLE Algo-
rithm
The multivariate normal distribution is perhaps the most important multivariate distribu-
tion in statistics. The following results are well known and will be used to construct the
tensor normal distribution. See [29] for more details.
Properties 2.2. Suppose the random vector x P Rm is distributed according to the mul-
tivariate normal distribution with mean µ and positive definite covariance matrix Σ (ie:
x „ Nmpµ,Σq) then:
a. If A P Rpˆm then Ax „ NppAµ, AΣAT q. Note that if AΣAT is not positive definite
then the distribution is called singular multivariate normal.
b. The multivariate normal x has the probability density function






























, In b Σ
¸
.
The matrix normal distribution was studied extensively in the first chapter of [15]. To






















where marginally xi „ Npµi, σ
2
iiq for i “ 1, 2. Now think of the scalars x1 and x2 as the three
dimensional vectors that make up the columns of a matrix X P R3ˆ2. A slight modification























Intuitively x1 and x2 can be thought of as observations from two multivariate normal
distributions that share the same covariance matrix Σ1, and whose dependence is determined
by another covariance matrix Σ2ri, js “ σ
2
ij .
Definition 2.1. A random matrix X P Rm1ˆm2 follows a matrix normal distribution with
mean M P Rm1ˆm2 and positive definite covariance matrices Σ1 P Rm1ˆm1 and Σ2 P Rm2ˆm2









The tensor normal distribution was introduced in [1], [18], [28] and [30] as a general-
ization of the matrix normal distribution to multiple dimensions. It is also referred to as
the array variate normal distribution and the multilinear normal distribution. To derive it
consider the random order three tensor X P R3ˆ2ˆ2 with marginally matrix normal frontal






for some constants σii, i “ 1, 2. Then modifying
equation (2.23) leads to the definition of the third order tensor normal distribution, also














σ311Σ2 b Σ1 σ
3
12Σ2 b Σ1







Definition 2.2. A random tensor X P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp follows a pth order tensor normal
distribution with mean M P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp and positive definite mode covariance matri-
ces Σi P Rmiˆmi for i “ 1, . . . , p (ie. X „ Nm1,...,mp
`
M ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘








Note that not any multivariate normal vector can follow a tensor normal distribu-
tion if shaped into a tensor, but only multivariate normal vectors with the required Kro-
necker separable covariance structure. See [35] and [11] for tests on the assumption of
Kronecker separability, which allows us to drastically reduce the number of free parame-
ters required to estimate our covariance matrix. For instance consider the random ten-









{2 free parameters. On the other hand if
we let X „ Nm1,...,mp
`
M ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
, then the covariance matrix of vecpXq has only
řp
i“1pmi ` 1qmi{2 free parameters. The following results will be useful for tensor response
regression with tensor normal errors.
Algorithm 1: The generalized MLE algorithm for optimizing the complete log
likelihood lpA1, . . . , Ap) using block descent
Input: Initial values A
p0q
2 , . . . , A
p0q
p
1 k “ 0
2 while convergence criteria is not met do
3 A
pk`1q













1 , A2, A
pkq











1 , . . . , A
pk`1q
p´1 , Apq
7 k “ k ` 1
8 end
Theorem 2.2. Suppose X „ Nm1,...,mp
`
M ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
. Then
a. rrX;A1, . . . , Apss „ Nn1,...,npprrM;A1, . . . , Apss , A1Σ1A
1
1, . . . , ApΣpA
1
pq, Ai P Rniˆmi.


























mi, k “ 1, . . . , p.
For p = k = 2: X 1 „ Nm2,m1
`
M 1 , Σ2,Σ1
˘
c. X has the probability density function












´12xX´M, rrX´M ; Σ
´1























Figure 5: The trilinear tensor regression model
d. If X „ Np,rp0,Σ1,Σ2q then EpX bXq “ vecpΣ1q vecpΣ2q1.
Proof. See appendix 7.2 for a proof.
Based on an iid sample from the tensor normal distribution, the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) of the mean is the sample mean and the MLEs of the covariance matrices
have no closed form solution but depend on each other. The MLE or flip-flop algorithm
[10] uses a two-step block relaxation algorithm to estimate the covariance matrices in the
matrix normal model. See theorem 5.1 for novel asymptotic results for these maximum
likelihood estimators. We provide the MLE algorithm [10] as any algorithm that optimizes
the complete likelihood using block relaxation where each block is the profile complete like-
lihood (see algorithm 1). Other examples of block relaxation algorithms used in statistics
include the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm and the alternating conditional ex-
pectation (ACE) algorithm. See [8] for a review on block relaxation algorithms in statistics.
Note that the algorithm might converge to a local maxima and this has to be dealt with
in a case-by-case manner. In many cases initializing the algorithm with
?
n´consistent
estimators assure that the algorithm converges to estimators asymptotically equivalent to
the MLE [22]. As a convergence criteria one can use the complete log likelihood or other
criteria based on the change of parameters at each iteration. Examples of MLE algorithms
in recent literature can be found in [6], [9], [12], [23] and [33].
2.4 Multivariate Linear Regressions and Multilinear Tensor Regression
The multivariate multiple linear regression model is critical to applications of the tensor
normal distribution. We reformulate in the following way






, i “ 1, . . . , n. (2.25)
Here Yi is a response matrix with predictor Xi P Rqˆr and regression parameter A P Rpˆq.
The columns of Yi are independent from each other, and therefore this is equivalent to the
more common formulation of multivariate multiple linear regression






, i “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . , r. (2.26)























pYi ´ ÂXiqpYi ´ ÂXiq
1.
Proof. See appendix 7.3.1.
Another multivariate regression problem that is critical to this paper is






, i “ 1, . . . , n. (2.27)
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Figure 6: tensor network diagram of the multilinear tensor regression model
Here yi P Rp is a response vector with predictor matrix Xi P Rpˆq and regression
parameter β P Rq. This is not a regular multivariate linear regression model and is analogous
to generalized least squares regression, therefore we refer to it as generalized multivariate
regression. For our purposes we will only concentrate in the estimation of β.
















Proof. See appendix 7.3.2.
Multilinear tensor regression is a model where the responses and predictors are tensors
of the same order. It works by fitting a separate multivariate linear regression on each side
of the tensor and iterating the regression parameters until convergence using a generalized
MLE algorithm. It was proposed by P. Hoff in [6], where he also proposed a Bayesian
approach to the estimation of the parameters. Figure 5 shows the trilinear tensor regression
model and figure 6 shows a tensor network diagram of the general model, which can be
expressed as
Yi “ rrXi;M1, . . . ,Mpss `Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nm1,...,mpp0 ; Σ1, . . . ,Σpq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (2.28)
Here Yi P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp is the tensor response, Xi P Rh1ˆ...ˆhp its corresponding tensor
covariate and Ei the tensor normal noise. The regression parameters or matrix factors are
Mj P Rmjˆhj for i “ 1, . . . , p. To estimate Mk and Σk with all the other parameters fixed




´k ` Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nmk,m´kp0 ; Σk,Σ´kq, k “ 1, . . . , p. (2.29)
Note that this has a bilinear tensor regression form itself, where the covariates and responses
are both matrices. However the purpose of equation (2.29) is only to find steps in the MLE








´k ` Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nmk,m´kp0 ; Σk, Im´kq, k “ 1, . . . , p,
(2.30)








































See theorem 5.3 for novel asymptotic results of the general model. The bilinear tensor
regression model is commonly refered to as matrix variate regression. It was coined by
C. Viroli in [39] but fully estimated by Hoff in [6] and Ding and Cook in [9]. Ding and
Cook also proposed envelope models for the matrix variate regression model, which can be
extended to the multilinear tensor regression model.
2.5 Tensor on Tensor Regression
Tensor on tensor regression works by estimating a tensor with the combined order of the
tensor response and covariate. See Figure 7 for a tensor network diagram of the model,
which can be expressed as
Yi “ xXi|By, i “ 1, . . . , n. (2.33)
Here Yi P Rm1ˆ...ˆmp is the tensor response, Xi P Rh1ˆ...ˆhl its corresponding tensor
covariate and B P Rh1ˆ...ˆhlˆm1ˆ...ˆmp is the regression parameter. This form was first
proposed in [25], which constrained B to have CP structure and solved the regression
problem using least squares and ridge regularization. Vectorizing both sides of equation
(2.33) and using theorem (2.1f) we obtain
vecpYiq “ B
1
ălą vecpXiq, i “ 1, . . . , n, (2.34)
which is a multivariate regression problem and therefore the least squares solution is the



















The rest of this paper will model the errors in equation (2.33) with the tensor normal
distribution and impose different tensor structures on B to reduce its number of parameters.
I will find MLEs of the tensor factors and covariance matrices and find asymptotic results.
3 Tensor on Tensor Regression with Tensor Normally Dis-
tributed Errors
Tensor on tensor regression can also be formulated using the tensor normal distribution
Yi “ M` xXi|By `Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nm1,...,mpp0 , Σ1, . . . ,Σpq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (3.1)
This model offers a flexible way to model the covariance structure in our data. For
instance, one could impose Σ1 to have an AR structure, and thus generalize vector autore-
gressive regression models to higher order tensors.
13
Figure 8: tensor network diagram of the tensor on tensor regression model where the re-
gression parameter is constrained to a CP form
Figure 9: tensor network diagram that is equivalent to figure 8
The intercept term in equation 3.1 can be found by first fitting the model on centered
covariates and responses, and finding M̂ “ Ȳ ´ xX̄|By afterwards, where Ȳ and X̄ are
the mean response and covariate respectively. In this section we will present two novel
tensor on tensor regression models based on equation (3.1) that differ on the structure of
B. The first one imposes a CP structure and the second one imposes a TC structure,
which has been shown to be effective in high dimensional problems. In both cases we will
find maximum likelihood estimators for the tensor factors that depend on each other, and
therefore we will optimize the likelihood using an MLE algorithm. Additionally the MLE
algorithm will be used to find initial values for Σ1 . . . ,Σp as in [28], which have been shown
to be
?
n´consistent estimators in [23]. This way we make sure the MLE algorithm finds
estimators that are asymptotically equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimators. As a
convergence criteria we can use the change in likelihood at each step; however the estimators
for the covariances are already close to the maxima, and therefore we will use the change
in Frobenius norm of B instead.
3.1 Tensor on Tensor Regression with CP structure on the Regression
Parameter
Consider model (3.1) where the regression parameter has the CP structure
B “ rrL1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mpss. (3.2)
Here all the factor matrices have R rows, meaning that the rank of B is constrained to be at









i“1miq. Note that by assuming that all the covariance matrices are
identity matrices, we generalize the model in [25], who solved the same regression model
using least squares. See figure 8 for a tensor network diagram of this model. To estimate
M1, . . . ,Mp and Σ1, . . . ,Σp first let
Gi “ xXi, Iˆ1 L1 ˆ2 . . .ˆl Llyl, i “ 1, . . . , n, (3.3)
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where I P RRˆ...ˆR is a diagonal tensor as in equation (2.8) and therefore Gi is a diagonal
tensor too. Now we can write equation (3.1) as
Yi “ rrGi;M1, . . . ,Mpss `Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nm1,...,mpp0 , Σ1, . . . ,Σpq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (3.4)
Equation (3.4) is a multilinear tensor regression as in equation (2.28) with MLEs given in





























































To find the maximum likelihood estimator of Lk for k “ 1, . . . , l first let
Hik “ Xi ˆ
1,...,k´1,k`1,...,l
1,...,k´1,k`1,...,l rrL1, . . . , Lk´1, IR, Lk`1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mpss. (3.7)
The role Hik plays in the estimation of Lk can be seen in figure 9. Both the rows and
columns of Lk are contracted to each Hik and therefore we can only identify its vectorization.
Vectorizing both sides of equation (3.1) with the constraint in (3.2) results in
vec pYiq “ Hik
1










, i “ 1, . . . , n. (3.8)
Note that equation (3.8) is a generalized multivariate regression as in equation (2.27) and




























As in the usual CP decomposition, the columns of the factor matricesM1, . . . ,Mp, L1, . . . , Lp
are normalized for identifiability and stability purposes and the column norms of the last
factor matrix is stored separately. See theorem 5.4 for asymptic results of our maximum
likelihood estimators.
3.2 Tensor on Tensor Regression with TC structure on the Regression
Parameter
Now consider model (3.1) where the regression parameter has the TC structure
B “ trpLp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Lplq ˆ1 Mp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Mppqq. (3.10)
Here Lpiq P Rgi´1ˆhiˆgi for i “ 1, . . . , l and Mpiq P Rgi`l´1ˆmiˆgi`l and i “ 1, . . . , p where









i“1 gi`l´1migi`l. This formulation offers the
advantage that not all the factor matrices need to have the same number of columns, which
is useful when the size of the modes in our response or covariates are radically different, as
in color images. This is phenomena is reffered to as skewness in modality. Note also that
the TC decomposition has been shown to be effective in large dimensions. See figure 10 for
a tensor network diagram of the regression model. To estimate Mpkq and Σk for k “ 1, . . . , p
first let
15
Figure 10: tensor network diagram of the tensor on tensor regression model with TC struc-
ture on the regression parameter.
Figure 11: tensor network diagram equivalent to figure 10.
Zik “ M
pk`1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Mppq ˆ1 Ri ˆ
1 Mp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Mpk´1q (3.11)
where Ri P Rg0ˆgl is the matrix
Ri “
´





The role that Zik plays in the estimation of M
pkq can be seen in figure 11. Note that
Zik P Rgk`lˆmk`1ˆ...ˆmpˆm1ˆ...ˆmk´1ˆgk`l´1 . Let Z˚ik be its reshaping such that Z˚ik P
Rgk`l´1ˆgk`lˆm1ˆ...ˆmk´1ˆmk`1ˆ...ˆmp , such a reshaping can be done with the function aperm





ikă2ą ` Ei, Ei
iid
„ Nmk,m´kp0 ; Σk,Σ´kq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (3.13)
which is on the bilinear tensor regression form as in equation (2.29) and with MLEs given














































To estimate Lpkq for k “ 1, . . . , l first let




where Jpkq is the MPS tensor without Lpkq
Jpkq “ Lpk`1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Lplq ˆ1 Mp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Mppq ˆ1 Lp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Lpk´1q. (3.17)
16
Figure 12: tensor network diagram equivalent to figure 10.
Figure 13: tensor network diagram of the tensor on tensor regression model where the
regression parameter is constrained to a Tucker form
The role that Nik plays in the estimation of L
pkq can be seen in figure 12. Note that Nik P
Rhkˆgkˆm1ˆ...ˆmpˆgk´1 . Let N˚ik be its reshaping such that N˚ik P Rgk´1ˆhkˆgkˆm1ˆ...ˆmp .
Then vectorizing both sides of equation (3.1) leads to















, i “ 1, . . . , n. (3.18)
Note that equation (3.18) is a generalized multivariate regression as in equation (2.27) and





























See theorem 5.5 for asymptotic results of the regression parameters.
4 Tensor on Tensor Regression Using Least Squares
Note that all the methods found using MLE can be solved using LS by assuming that the
covariance matrices are identity. In the case where the regression parameter is constrained
to a CP form then this is equivalent to [25]. However some useful tensor structures are not
estimable via MLE, and that includes the case where the regression parameter is constrained
to a Tucker form. In this section we will solve this regression model using least squares.
4.1 Tensor on Tensor using The Tucker decomposition
Since the CP decomposition is a special case of the Tucker decomposition, in this section we
will generalize the model proposed in [25] using the Tucker decomposition. In the context
of tensor regression, this generalization is analogous to how [24] generalized [42]. This
formulation is useful when data is skewed in modality. Consider the model in equation
(2.33) where B now has the Tucker form
B “ rrV;L1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mpss. (4.1)
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See figure 13 for a tensor network diagram of the model. To estimate M1, . . . ,Mp first let
Gi “ xXi,V ˆ1 L1 ˆ2 . . .ˆl Llyl, i “ 1, . . . , n, (4.2)
Then for k “ 1, . . . , p the LS estimators of Mk is given in equation (3.6) where Σl “ Iml for
l “ 1, . . . , p. To find the estimator of Lk first let
Hik “ Xi ˆ
1,...,k´1,k`1,...,l
1,...,k´1,k`1,...,l rrV;L1, . . . , Lk´1, IR, Lk`1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mpss. (4.3)
Then the LS estimator of Lk is found in equation (3.9) where Σl “ Iml for l “ 1, . . . , p. To















vecpXiq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (4.4)
Then because of property (2.1b) and theorem (2.1c) the OLS estimator of V in equation
(4.4) is the same as in
vecrrYi;M
:
1 , . . . ,M
:




1, . . . , L
1
lss, i “ 1, . . . , n. (4.5)









































The estimators are found iteratively using an ALS algorithm until the Frobenius norm of
B is smaller than a certain threshold. One can also constraint the columns of L1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mp
to have unit norm for identifiability and numerical stability.
5 Asymptotics
In this section we derive asymptotic results that apply to our models but also generalize to
other models. First we find the fisher information matrix that corresponds to the covariance
matrices under tensor normality with mean 0 (theorem 5.1) and show that they are the same
as in tensor on tensor regression when the errors are assumed to be tensor normal (theorem
5.2). We proceed showing asymptotic independence between the MLE of the regression
parameter and the covariance matrices (theorem 5.2), which is analogous to the multivariate
case. This result allows us to focus on the regression parameter independently from the
covariances. We next find the asymptotic variance of the parameters in the multilinear
tensor regression model [6] (theorem 5.3) and finally we find the asymptotic variance of the
parameters in the tensor on tensor regression model under normality when the repression
parameter is assumed to have a CP form (theorem 5.4) and a TC form (theorem 5.5).
The following theorem finds the asymptotic variance of the MLEs of the covariance
matrices under tensor normality with mean 0 [28]. This results applies also to the matrix
normal case in the original MLE algorithm [10].




0 ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
.
Let θΣ “ rpvech Σ1q
1, . . . , pvech Σpq
1s1, then the Fisher information matrix IΣ is a block


































Proof. See appendix 7.4.1.
The next theorem shows that the asymptotic variance of the unstructured regression
parameter is independent from the asymptotic variance of the MLEs of the covariance
matrices. This result is important because we already found the asymptotic variance of the
covariance matrices in theorem 5.1 and therefore it allows us to focus only in the asymptotic
variance of the regression parameter, regardless of its structure.




xXi|By ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
.
If θ “ rvecpB1ăląq
1θ1Σs
1, where θΣ “ rpvech Σ1q
1, . . . , pvech Σpq
1s1, then the asymptotic vari-




















where IΣ is given in theorem 5.1.
Proof. See appendix 7.4.2.
Now we will use the previous two theorems to find the asymptotic variance of the
multilinear tensor regression model [6] under tensor normal errors. This proof also applies
to any type of tensor on tensor regression that uses theorem 2.3 to obtain the MLEs of the
tensor factors and will be used in the proof of theorems 5.4 and 5.5. This result generalizes
the asymptotic findings for matrix variate regression in [9].




rrXi;M1, . . . ,Mpss ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
.
Let θM “ rvecpM1q
1 . . . vecpMpq
1θ1Σs
1 where θΣ “ rpvech Σ1q
1, . . . , pvech Σpq
1s1. Then the





















































































P 12 . . . S
´1
2m b Σp 0






























pkq, Pk “ pQ
1













































, and Kpkq is given in theorem 2.1k.
Proof. See appendix 7.4.3.
Note that the asymptotic variance of each vecMk has a Kronecker separable structure
and therefore they asymptotically follow a matrix normal distribution (see definition 2.1).
Now we will find the asymptotic variance of the MLEs of the matrix factors of the regression
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parameter when the errors are assumed to be tensor normal, as in section 3.1. We use
theorem 5.3 for the asymptotic variance of M1, . . . ,Mp because they were found using
theorem 2.3. Further, the asymptotic variance of L1, . . . , Lp can be used whenever the
MLEs of the matrix factors are obtained using theorem 2.4 and will be used in the proof of
theorem 5.5.




xXi|By ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
. Fur-
thermore let B “ rrL1, . . . , Ll,M1, . . . ,Mpss and θCP “ rvecpL1q
1 . . . vecpLlq
1 vecpM1q
1 . . . vecpMpq
1s1





































































































































































































Hik are given in equation (3.7) and M “ avarpθM q is given in theorem 5.3 with S2k and
Qk given in theorem 5.3 by replacing Gi (given in equation 3.3) with Xi.
Proof. See appendix 7.4.4.
Note that the asymptotic variance of each vecLk does not have a Kronecker separable
structure and thus they dont follow asymptotically a matrix normal distribution. The
following theorem uses all of our previous results.




xXi|By ,Σ1, . . . ,Σp
˘
. Fur-
thermore let B “ trpLp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Lplq ˆ1 Mp1q ˆ1 . . .ˆ1 Mppqq and
θTC “ rvecpL
p1qq1 . . . vecpLplqq1 vecpM
p1q
p2qq
1 . . . vecpM
ppq
p2qq








where L and J are given in theorem 5.4 with S1k and Rk obtained by replacing Hikă2ą with

























































Proof. See appendix 7.4.5.
6 Simmulation
In this section we will compare four methods for regressing matrices on matrices. The first
method is tensor on tensor regression using least squares [25], which we refer to as LSCP.
The second method is tensor on tensor regression using maximum likelihood estimation,
as in section 3.1, which we refer to as MLECP. The third method is matrix variate re-
gression [9] (we use their implementation) or bilinear tensor regression [6], which we refer
to as MATREG. The last method is matrix variate regression with envelope models [9],
which we refer to as MATREGENV; we used stepwise BIC to select the envelope size, as
implementated in the paper.
Our covariates Xi and responses Yi are both 10 ˆ 10 matrices. The ith covariate is
composed elementwise from simulations of the normal distributions with mean 100i and
variance 10. The regression parameter B P R10ˆ10ˆ10ˆ10 is a tensor composed elementwise
from simulations of the gamma distribution with parameters α “ 200, β “ 1. The covari-
ance matrices are both quadratic forms of matrices composed of normal distributions with
variance 1 and means 4 and 1 corresponding to the first and second covariance matrix.
Note that in this simulation both MATREG and MLECP have the same number of
paramaters because we restricted the CP rank of the regression parameters to R “ 5. In this
case MATREG has two 10ˆ10 regression parameters and MLECP has four 5ˆ10 regression
parameters, and both have the same number of parameters in the covariance structure.
LSCP has a smaller number of parameters because it lacks a covariance structure and
MATREGENV also has a smaller number of parameters because of the sparcity constraint.
We simulated n “ 1500 pairs of data pXi, Yiq and implemented the methods using seven
different sample sizes : n “ 100, 200, 300, 500, 800, 1000 and 1500. For comparison we use




















and assume that the LS methods have both covariances set to identity. This MSSSE criteria




i q{σ̂ where the estimation of σ̂ is useful
for assesing the predictive error.
Figure 14 shows a comparison between MSSSE among all methods. We can observe that
the least squares method performs the worst because it did not account for the variability
in the data. All the other methods perform well in the presence of heteroskedastic errors
Figure 14: Comparison of MSSSE among all methods
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Figure 15 shows a comparison between matrix variate regressions and MLECP. We can
observe that MLECP outperforms the matrix variate regression even though they have
the same number of parameters. This is perhaps the data was generated from a structure
similar to MLECP.
Figure 15: Comparison of MSSSE among all methods except LSCP
Finally Figure 16 shows MLECP alone. We can observe that the MSSSE decays rapidly
as the sample size increases.
Figure 16: MSSSE vs sample size for the MLCP method
22
7 Appendix
7.1 Proof of theorem 2.1: tensor algebra properties
Proof. For the following proofs note that the matrix product between A P Rm1ˆm with















































a. First note that using the definition of matrix vectorization and theorem 2.1d



























The proof follows by doing the above procedure k ´ 1 more times.


































c. Using equations (2.5), (2.7) and theorem 2.1b





































d. Note that from equations (2.3) and (2.4) it follows that Xă1ą “ Xp1q. The rest follows





























































































f. This proof follows from equations (2.3), (2.5) and (7.1)




























































g. The invariance of the inner product under vectorization follows from equations (2.5),
(2.13) and (7.1)
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whereas the invariance of the inner product under k´mode matricization follows from




















































































h. This follows from theorems 2.1(a and c).
i. This follows from equation (2.7) and (7.1)
´




























































































































j. Following the same steps as in the proof of theorem 2.1i where our central tensor is
given in equation (2.8)
´
rrA1, . . . , Apss
¯
pkq

















































k. This proof shows how to obtain the linear transformation of the reshaping of a vector-
ized tensor, which allows us to obtain the distribution of any reshaping of a multilinear

























































7.2 Proof of theorem 2.2: properties of the tensor normal distribution
Proof.
a. Using theorems 2.1c and 2.2a and definition 2.2


























the rest follows from theorems 2.1c and 2.1d and definition 2.2.
b. This proof is key as it shows how the modes of a normally distributed tensor can
be permuted. Intuitevely the k´mode matricization brings the k´th mode to the
position of the first mode and shifts the modes that were in between. From properties
(2.2a) and (2.1k)



























c. The pdf of vecpXq is given in property 2.2b, where the mean is vecpMq and the
covariance matrix is
Â1
i“p Σi. The product of determinants follows from property
2.1a and the rest follows using property 2.1b and theorem 2.1h.
d. EpX bXq “ pΣ1{21 b Σ
1{2


















































































































7.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimators for multivariate linear regressions
7.3.1 Proof of theorem 2.3
Proof.








































































7.3.2 Proof of theorem 2.4
Proof.
















































7.4 Proof of Asymptotic Results
The following matrix calculus property is useful for multilinear statistics
Theorem 7.1. Suppose Σ is a symmetric non-singular matrix. Then
B vec Σ´1
B vec Σ
“ ´pΣ´1 b Σ´1q
Proof. Consider the differential of the inverse
BΣ´1 “ ´Σ´1BΣΣ´1
The proof follows from vectorizing both sides Bpvec Σ´1q “ ´pΣ´1 b Σ´1qBpvec Σq
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7.4.1 Proof of theorem 5.1
Proof. We will start by finding the diagonal of the block Fisher information matrix. Using




. Based on this









































From the first moment of the wishart distribution we know that EpXpkqΣ´1´kX
1
pkqq “ m´kΣk.















Now we will find the element in the position (2,1) of the Fisher information matrix.
This finds the rest of the Fisher information matrix because the order of the covariances
in the tensor normal distribution can be arbitrarily permuted along with its corresponding
modes (as in property (2.2b)). Let Σ´12 “
Â3
i“p Σi and m´12 “
śp
i“3mi. Then based on































1 vec pΣ´11 q,
where the last step comes from property 2.1g. We obtain the second differential by ap-





































































































1 b Im2qpIm2ˆm2´12qpvec Σ´12 b Im2q
¯
b Im2
“ trpΣ´1´12Σ´12q b Im22
“ m´12Im22 .
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7.4.2 Proof of theorem 5.2













, i “ 1, . . . , n. (7.2)





write the joint distribution of all of the data as






The complete log likelihood can be obtained from theorem (2.2c). We find the first two








































Note that based on equation 7.2 the first two elements in the second differential corre-
spond to the second differential of the complete log likelihood of n iid samples from the
tensor normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrices Σ1, . . . ,Σp. We already
found this Fisher information matrix with respect to θΣ in theorem 5.1. Further, uppon
taking the negative expectation the third element in the second differential (which contains
both BBălą and BΣ) cancels and thus the non-diagonal block matrices in the Fisher infor-
mation are 0. The only term left in the second differential is the last one, which contains
BBălą twice. We can express it as
´ trpΣ´1BB1ăląXX





´XX 1 b Σ´1
¯
pvec BB1ăląq.
Therefore the Fisher information matrix of vec B1ălą is XX
1bΣ´1 and the lower right block
matrix in the asymptotic variance is its inverse.
7.4.3 Proof of theorem 5.3

















, i “ 1, . . . , n,
which is exactly of the form in equation 7.2 and therefore we know from theorem 5.2 that
the elements on the right hand side and the botton of the asymptotic variance are 0. We
also know from theorem 5.2 that the bottom right element in the asymptotic variance is
the inverse of the Fisher information in theorem 5.1. To obtain the rest of the asymptotic
variance first note that for k “ 1, . . . ,m we obtain from equation (2.31) that
xMk “ rY1pkq . . . Y1pkqsQk.
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Vectorizing both sides and using theorem 2.1(c and k) results in
vecpxMkq “ pQ
1



















































































7.4.4 Proof of theorem 5.4
Similar to the proof of theorem 5.3 we obtain that vecpxMkq “ Pky for k “ 1, . . . , p and from






















































































7.4.5 Proof of theorem 5.5
This proof is identical to the proof of theorem 5.4 with parameter θ̂TC instead of θ̂CP .
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